POTENTIAL LOCATIONS
ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
SITE SELECTION EVALUATION CRITERIA
Every site considered was evaluated and scored using 31 criteria and their respective weight factors.
No
.

Evaluation Criteria

1

Expansion for growth

2

Site accessibility/multiple access points

3

Infrastructure/utilities

4
5
6

Size and configuration of site
Neighborhood impact
Political - public support

7

Site security

8

Topographic constraints

9

Visibility to community

10

Adjacent land uses

11

Community impact
Infrastructure relocations (street
closure)
Suitability for multiple uses (state or
community)
Acquisition cost
Infrastructure redundancy
Site consistency with comprehensive
plan
Site transferability time frame
Adequate space for storm water
detention
Covenants or special development
requirements

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Historical impacts

21

Ownership of site/multiple owners

22
23
24

Proximity to city hall/courthouse
Proximity to jail
Geographic center of city
Site restrictions (height, noise, FAR,
setbacks)

25
26

Anticipated soil problems

27

Cost of site development

28

Existing building reuse

29

Hazard mitigation proximity

Criteria Description
The site possesses ample space for expansion of facilities,
accessory uses, and infrastructure
Site is accessible through multiple curb cuts, roads, sidewalks, etc.
Utilities are on site or contiguous to the site with adequate
capacities
Site provides ample building envelope to facilitate the project
Site allows for positive neighborhood impacts
Is the site supported by local elected officials? The public?
Can the site provide protection from both man-made and natural
hazards?
Does the site provide ample elevation to facilitate infrastructure,
building plans including multiple stories, etc.
Is the site highly visible to the community and passersby?
Do the neighboring properties compliment a law enforcement
facility?
Will the site provide positive community impact?
Do we need to close streets, alleys, etc. and/or relocate
infrastructure?

Weight
Factor*
20
20
15
15
12
12
12
12
12
10
10
10

Does the site provide space conducive to like uses?

10

What is the price of the land?
Mission critical facilities require infrastructure redundancy

8
8

Does the site fit into the existing city comprehensive plan?

8

Will the site be easily acquired?

8

Need to facilitate storm drainage and stormwater detention needs

5

Is the property impacted by covenants, design guidelines, and
other restrictions?
Does the site have historic significance or buildings on the site with
them?
Single ownership is good, whereas multiple owners could delay
acquisition timing and price
Distance in travel to/from city hall and the courthouse
Distance in travel to and from the county jail facility
The site’s proximity to the geographic center of the city

5
5
5
4
4
3

Confirmation of zoning and special regulations impacting the site

2

Initial evaluation of potential soil issues
What are the potential costs to make the site viable (site grading,
infrastructure, etc.)?
If it is a retrofit situation, is the existing structure viable?
What are the man-made and natural hazards impacting the site
(chemical storage, rail, flooding, etc.)?

(15)
(15)
(15)
(15)

30

Adverse economic impact

31

Former use of site (hazards)

Will the site and use of it for this use negatively impact the
economic strength of the community
Has this site been a landfill, chemical spill site, or other hazardous
materials use?

(20)
(20)

*The weight factor is a multiplier. Each criteria is scored 1 to 5 and then multiplied by the weight factor. Criteria 26-31 have negative weight
factors.

The criteria on the following pages lists only the areas of deficiencies
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800 2nd Ave

Location Deficiencies















There are hazardous chemical fixed sites located less than half of a mile to the south and
southwest
Most densely populated area of all the sites being considered
Size of site is not suitable for expansion and long range community needs
Site isn’t conducive for multiple uses
Site security/hazard mitigation
Negative timeline for project, due to property acquisitions (multiple owners, historic impacts,
both residential and business relocations, and street closures)
Significant infrastructure costs involving relocations and upgrades
Far from the community’s growth areas
Poor transportation access
High project costs due to acquisitions, site development, time table, etc.
Minimal community visibility
Consistency with comprehensive plan
Potential hazards, geotechnical issues, environmental, etc.
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Animal Shelter

Location Deficiencies











Site is located within the one-percent annual flood risk area
Overall poor hazard mitigation ranking lending the site to both manmade and natural hazards
Overall site development costs and suitability are negative
Site would require dirt work to be suitable for two-story facility
No room for expansion to meet future needs and potential multiple users
Poor site accessibility
Significant infrastructure costs as a result of minimal capacities and lack of redundancies
Poor visibility to the community
Proximity to jail and courthouse
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Bennett Avenue Site

Location Deficiencies










Very small site with inadequate space to accommodate immediate and future needs
Poor transportation access, as site is on two residential streets with no good routes for access
to overall community
Close proximity to chemical storage via gas station
Hazard mitigation issues including topographic risks and overall site security
Overall poor hazard mitigation ranking making it vulnerable to both manmade and natural
hazards
Overall site development costs and suitability are negative
Topographic constraints and lack of transportation access are very negative
Poor visibility to the community
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Creek Top

Location Deficiencies











Size of site is not suitable for expansion and long range community needs
Site isn’t conducive for multiple uses
Hazardous chemicals are located one third of a mile to the northwest at the Future Foam, Inc.
facility
Overall site security
Negative timeline for project due to property acquisitions (multiple owners, historic impacts,
both residential and business relocations, and street closures)
Significant infrastructure costs involving relocations and upgrades
Far from the community’s growth areas
Congested access
High project costs due to acquisitions, site development, time table, etc.
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Harry Langdon

Location Deficiencies











Close proximity to chemical storage and rail operations
Overall poor hazard mitigation ranking making it vulnerable to both manmade and natural
hazards
Overall site development costs and suitability are negative
Size and configuration of the site limit expansion possibilities
Topographic constraints and lack of transportation access are very negative
No room for expansion to meet future needs and potential multiple users
Potential environmental and geotechnical issues related to the site
Poor visibility to the community
Limited access – one roadway
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IDOT site

Location Deficiencies









Site demolition and clean up would be expensive
Availability of property and negative impacts on project time schedule
Close proximity to chemical storage and rail operations
Negative hazard mitigation ranking making it vulnerable to both manmade and natural hazards
Estimated high site development costs
Potential environmental and geotechnical issues related to the site
Poor visibility to the community
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Mall of the Bluffs

Location Deficiencies











Part of a large commercial development limiting expansion opportunities
Removes the opportunity for the community to attract new investment resulting in job creation
and new tax base within a designated commercial development
Infrastructure is privately owned with limited capacities
Ranks very poorly in overall hazard mitigation (low bridge, rail proximity, neighbors/shared
walls, access, infrastructure redundancies, high traffic area, etc.)
Transportation access is poor and provides potential for conflicts
Proximity to the jail
Site restrictions (developer driven)
Site security
Demolition and redevelopment costs would be high
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Near Public Works

Location Deficiencies












Site is located in one of the more densely populated areas of the community
Overall poor hazard mitigation ranking making it vulnerable to both manmade and natural
hazards
Overall site development costs and suitability are negative
Size and configuration of the site limit expansion possibilities
Time table and acquisition costs are not conducive to a positive project
No room for expansion to meet future needs and potential multiple users
Poor site accessibility due to conflicts with multiple rail lines, limited street capacities, and
access to growth areas of the community
Potential environmental and geotechnical issues related to the site
Poor visibility to the community
Hazardous chemical storage is located less than one tenth of a mile north of the site
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South of Jail

Location Deficiencies












Site has been known to be significantly impacted by flooding
Overall poor hazard mitigation ranking due to rail proximity, chemical storage proximity, and
both manmade and natural hazards
Site topography, geotechnical issues, and configuration limit development capacity
High site development costs
Lack of redundant and/or adequate infrastructure
Site would require dirt work to be suitable for two-story facility
No room for expansion to meet future needs and potential multiple users
Poor site accessibility
Poor visibility to the community
Minimal to no positive community impact
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Veterans Hwy/S. Expressway Site

Location Deficiencies







The site is in close proximity to chemical storage and rail operations
Poor hazard mitigation ranking making it vulnerable to both manmade and natural hazards
Potential environmental and geotechnical issues related to the site
Poor visibility to the community
High traffic area suitable for commercial development
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Katelman’s Foundry Site

Location Deficiencies
















Site has been known to be significantly impacted by flooding
City current owns 2.87 acres – requires acquisition of the other 3.63 acres
Size and configuration of the site limit expansion possibilities– only 6.5 acres
Site topography, geotechnical issues, and configuration limit development capacity
The site is in close proximity to high volume rail operations
Poor hazard mitigation ranking making it vulnerable to both manmade and natural hazards
Potential environmental and geotechnical issues related to the site
Poor site accessibility
Poor visibility to the community
Overall site development costs and suitability are negative
Time table and acquisition costs are not conducive to a positive project
Significant cost to move infrastructure – main sewer line, street renovation
Limited access to main arterial roads
Requires the closure of 3rd Ave and 4th Ave and reconstruction of 11th St.
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Community Gardens

Location Deficiencies















Site is limited to 3.11 acres – Not sufficient for current building plans
Site has been known to be significantly impacted by flooding
Size and configuration of the site limit expansion possibilities
Site topography, geotechnical issues, and configuration limit development capacity
The site is in close proximity to high volume rail operations
Poor hazard mitigation ranking making it vulnerable to both manmade and natural hazards
Potential environmental and geotechnical issues related to the site
Poor site accessibility
Poor visibility to the community
Overall site development costs and suitability are negative
Time table and acquisition costs are not conducive to a positive project
May contain a main sewer line through the middle of the property.
Limited access to main arterial roads
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